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Abstract: Geometric programming problems (GPP) occur frequently in eng in e e ring des ign and

management. The method, sens itivity analys is  for (GPP) actually  c o mp u tes  an approximate optimal

solution for a linearly cons trained and producing an  obje c t iv e  fu n c t ion of the dual program for the

original GPP. Dinkel and Kochenberger developed a procedure to define  the ranges  of allowable

changes  in s ingle coefficient such that the dual variables  in GPP are  pos itive [4]. In  o u r previous

work [1] we in t ro duced an original GPP algorithm to compute the ranges  of allowable changes  in two

coefficients  proble ms at changing them s imultaneous ly. In this  paper, we produce an alternative  GPP

procedure to s tudy the subs titution effects  in the sens itivity analys is   for the same two coefficients .
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INTRODUCTION

The s tudy of sens itivity analys is  in GPP was  an integral part of the origina l mo nograph written by Duffin

(Duffin, 1970). At about the same time, sens itivity analys is  was  independently developed for more general non-

linear programmin g  p ro b lems. Geometric programming form a special class  of non-linear programs  and the

sens itivity analys is  results  obtained in non-linear programming were not applied to geometric programming until

the appearance of the article written by Dembo (1982). All sens it iv it y  a n a lys is  results  in geometric

programming were obtained for the dual program  b y  Dembo (1982). An  efficient procedure presented by AL-

Bayati and Mohan (Al-Bayati and Mohan, 1980) to carry out the sens itivity analys is  in the case of  generalized

GPP, which was  a generalization of the procedure proposed by Dinke l e t  a l . ,  (1978). Recently  Al-Bayati and

Khalid (2009) introduced an original GPP algorithm for s tudding t h e  e ffe c t s  of the sens itivity analys is  in two

coefficients . The firs t aspect of sens itivity analys is  from GPP point of view  is  to d e t e rmin e   t h e  b o unds  on

i ijthe ranges  of allowable changes  for (either coefficients  c  or exponents  a ) to assess  the se n s it iv it y of the

i ijsolution to (c  or a ). In this  paper, we attempt to determine the ranging analys is  of the two coefficients  values

for which feas ible solutions  exis t and thus  perturb e d  a n  o p t imal solution to GPP. Really our  work can be

regarded as  an extended  work to theorem(1) s tated by Dinkel and Kochenberger (Dinkel and Kochenberger

et al., 1997).

Basic concepts:

Definition(1):

the   optimal   so   lution   to   a    GPP   is   the   vector  x*   for  which  the  cons traint  equations

                            and  x>0 became exact equations . In such problems we say that the cons traint set

is  tight or active (Dinkel et al., 1978).

Definition(2):

a posynomial is  a function    of pos itive vector variable           having the form

   (1)
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ij iwhere the exponents  a  are arbit ra ry  re a l n u mbers  and the coefficients  c  are pos itive. A posynomial

programming problems are  minimization problems of the form

   (2)

where each                     is  a posynomial and are c a lle d  fo rc e d  c o n s t ra in t s . Us ing the usual vector

inotation  that x>0  means  each x >0 and are called n a t u ral cons traints , while the dual program for (2) is  s tated

by Duffin (1970) as  follow:

where

ithe factor c  are assumed to be pos itive cons traints  and the vector variable                  is  subject to the

linear cons traints :

                             (pos itivity)

             (normality)  (3a )

and      (orthogonality)           ( 3b )

iHere, the coefficient c  are real cons traints . In evaluating the pro d u ct function        it is  to be unders tood that

             fo r a  =0. T h is  will ma ke        c o ntinuous  over its  domain of definition. The dual program is  said

to cons is tent if there is  a point ä  which satis fies  the positivity, normality and orthogonality cons traints . 

Theorem (1):

In this  section before  we make a generalization for the theorem s tated  in (Dink and Kochennberger, 1978)

to provide raging information for the primal coefficients . Assume all          (n o t  lo ose primal cons traints ) and

for the  degree  of  difficulty (d>0)  the optimal variables ,       are dependent on the primal changes  in the

       can be written as  

  (4)
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Clearly, (3) depends  on the exis tence of    .by us ing the additional relationship

  (5)

we will compute the new dual solution as  

  (6)

and from (3) the new dual variables  as  

  (7)

The above formulas  are given in terms  of differential changes          , which will approximate the difference

iform              , where     and c  denote the new and original coefficients , respectively.

New Theorem (2):

For  a  given  primal  GPP  assume          and           exis ts .   If      a n d       changes   for  any,

                       , then the approximating range of values  of           for which (3)-(7) are valid is  given

by 

 (8a)

 (8b)

where

 (9a)

and           (9b)

Proof:

we  seek  to  d e t e rmine  a  values              such that                     from  (3)  and  (7) we have

        this  implies  that           ( 1 0 )

for         . W e note that if Dis =0 then        for any              ; thus  any change that maintains  

        , is  allowable. Replacing       by  and         by           we can write ( 10 ) as

          (11)

Divide inequality (11) into two parts : 

 

          (12)
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          (13)

where N=-M, note that the some of (12) and (13) reduced to (11) where M is  an y  non zero number, if M=0

the new theorem will use to conclude the approximating range for s ingle coefficie n t . Fro m (12) and ( 13 ) we

get

          (14)

          (15)

a t  la rg e s t allowable value for     , and at the same condition on             we conclu d e  t h e  lo we r b o u n d  o f

    , where we res trict          . Similarly at                         the larges t allowa b le  value for     ,and at

the same condition on             we conclude the lower bound of      where we res trict          .

It remains  to determine the value of M and N. we sugges t to put 

          (16)

This  will determine the boundaries  of            as  follow:

          (17)

          (18)

Now if the lower bound of     is  c o n t ra d ic t  t o  t h e  a s s u mp t io n           , so we must adjus t the value of

M as  follows :

Let

          (19)

Clearly the upper bound of      will replace by the following adjus ted value:

Similarly we will conclude the upper bound of     , if there is  any contradictio n  for the res tricted condition

of .

Outline of the Proposed Ranging Analysis Algorithm in GPP:

Step 1: Reformulate the primal problem to the canonical form (i.e. eliminate the inactive cons traint). 

Step 2: Prepare the optimal dual variables  us ing NLPsolve -Maple program.

mStep 3: Using the normality and orthogonality dual cons traints  in eq. (3) to compute the b (j) values  where

n  is  the number of the dual variables  & j=1,…d.
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Step 4:Evaluate the invers e Jacobian matrix J  at the optimal dual variables  (i.e. the matrix          -1

defined by eq. (4)).

Step 5: Compute              and their inverses  us ing eq.(9).

Step 6: W rite the inequalities               containing M& N  unknowns  us ing eq.(16).

Step 7: sugges t primary values  for M& N such that for all i=1,…..,n to get min.   and max.    at 

     . Also at                         we will search max.      and min.     .

Step 8: If     or       exceed zero to negative v a lu e s , t h e n  the value of M& N mus t be adjus ted according

to eq. (19) .

Step 9: End.

Numerical Results: 

Example(1): (Ruckaert and Martens , 1978).

The degree of difficulty is  d=20-7-1=12

Here

 

The dual form of this  problem is  :
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where

with the following linear cons traints :

 

where

and the essential                   are:

[-2.3671875  -0.578125  -3.15625 

-7.1015625 -3.156625 3.15625 7.49609375 5.70703125 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;-0.846534653 -0.56435643

871287129 0.460396039 -0.12871287 0.12871287 -0.069306931 0.14851485 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; -

0.415841584 0.722772277 -3.554455446 1.752475247                     1.445544554 -1.445544554

1.316831684 0.178217822 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;0.253465346 -0.164356435 0.471287129                

-0.739603959   -0.328712871                        1.328712871 -0.369306931 -0.451485149 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0;-0.603960395         -1.06930693 -0.138613861 0.188118815 -0.138613861 0.138613861 

0.479207919 1.044554455 0  0  0  0  1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0; -1.5045950495                -0.336633663 -

2.673267326 -2.514851484 -0.673267326 0.673267326 4.099009899 2.930693068 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0;

         -0.07920792 -0.386138613 0.227722773                    -0.23762376 -0.772277227               

 0.772277227 -0.415841585 0.891089107 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;-1.297029703                       -

0.198019804 -1.396039604                        -0.891089109 -0.396039604 0.396039604  1.94059406

1.841584159  0  0  0  0  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0;
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0.34653904 -0.43564064 0.12871872 -0.96038288 -0.87128128 0.87128128 0.06929304 0.85147272 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0;-0.108910891 -0.405940594 0.188118812                  -1.326732673 -0.8811881188 -

3.188118812 2.678217822                   2.975247525 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0; -0.514851485 1.990099001

                   -3.01980198 -2.544554455 -0.01980198 4.01980198                       1.297029703 -

1.297029703 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0;    -1.386138613                 -2.257425742 -0.514851485         

       -0.158415841 -0.514851485                  2.514851485 -0.277227735                    2.594059406

0    0    0    0    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1]

The optimal dual variables  

Now the boundaries  of             are:

we make some experiences  to tes t these boundaries  in Table (1).

Example (2):[This  example has  been cons tructed by the authors]

Here d = 12-8-1 = 3.

To find bm(0) set d1 = d4 = d9 = 0 in the linear equations  of the d u a l c o n s traints , bm(1) can be obtained

s imilarly by setting d1 = 1, d4 = d9 = 0 bm(2) is  the v a lue obtained by subs tituting d1 = 0, d4 = 1, d9 = 0.

Finally bm(3) will be obtained by subs tituting d1 = 0, d4 = 0, d9= 1 where m = 1,2,….12. So we get:

b=[1 -1 7/22 0 1 1.3182 -0.81818 -1.5 0 0 1 0,0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0 0 -2 2 1,0 0 0.6205 0 0 -0.3295 0.3295 -1

1 2.9 -0.9499 0]'.
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And the optimal dual variables  are:

 

Now the boundaries  of            are:

W e make some experiences  to tes t these boundaries  in Table (2).

Table 1: T esting of allowable ranges in example (1) by applying the new proposed algorithm:

0.05853395275881 0.10015887821543 0.10014169872261 0.05804241988673

0.20867835035114 0.06463697314489 0.06670266028692 0.20873229398781

0.13435053172457 0.13435053173810 0.13435053173614 0.13435053172601

0.25381117413383 0.26837606064249 0.26797942765321 0.25395985701759

0.11588522623208 0.06296244755682 0.06344854588797 0.11612904834607

0.22635735129721 0.14117176270131 0.14180211717993 0.22687465924285

0.06809266823678 0.03179184832788 0.03213904901847 0.06824860176921

   : 0.05318688588467 0.11990229684380 0.11867797501688 0.05338155029718

   : 0.04295803050050 0.05538355605745 0.05531667201306 0.04286199951984

   : 0.03201761012177 0.03201760989566 0.03201760989782 0.03201761012274

   : 0.01159370202679 0.01010078503982 0.01012961354040 0.01158817088693

   : 0 0.08437068648455 0.08347085918684 - 0.00028618998753

   : 0.00953342239887 0.04458793386696 0.04399047401552 0.00959807418570

   : 0.01718443965481 0.02461690762978 0.02448392612732 0.01720332306530

   : 0.06089666604681 0.06132938908428 0.06139548708866 0.06083714757452

   : 0.03566277109382 0 0.00026156129786 0.03588125812710

0.01415615665787 0.00731019918838 0.00741097352073 0.01415658856053

0.00197351598189 0.00000638989509 0.00003056481010 0.00197756554567

0.08040056852226 0.02617316873299 0.02674081325769 0.08059329451913

0.01376163444562 0.00697681702470 0.00689884306287 0.01390806393036

not allowable not allowable allowable for feasible region not allowable

Table 2: T esting of allowable ranges in example (2) by applying the new proposed algorithm:

0.57099690865665 0.59159174061681 0.86890197867843 0.57324699633083

0.42900309134335 0.40840825938319 0.13109802132157 0.42675300366917

0.13400982634819 0.12925686098397 0.06525799179185 0.13349054127694

0.33624254943152 0.31299736329592 0.00000000000000 0.33370289740091

0.57099690865665 0.59159174061681 0.86890197867843 0.57324699633083

-0.00108234531952 0.00882425531404 0.14221703003481 0.00000000000001

0.28657668068146 0.28696790792462 0.29223579843941 0.28661942420077
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Table 2: Continue

0.33579107360347 0.32311940010716 0.15249480842811 0.33440663034118

   : 0.30771356341156 0.28949298896763 0.04415222355426 0.30572287516258

   : 0.21988423503049 0.21353494141429 0.12804144830701 0.21919054316968

   : 0.20117234285314 0.19258452620639 0.07694923074267 0.20023408123380

   : 0.33624254943152 0.31299736329592 0.00000000000000 0.33370289740091

not allowable Allowable for feasible region not allowable not allowable

Table3: major differences between the proposed algorithm and the GPP algorithm introduced by the authors and published in [1].

GPP algorithm (AL-Bayati, et al., 2009) New GPP Algorithm

1- T he main step in this method is solve the 1- T he main step in this method is solve the

equality  inequality 

2- It is a numerical procedure to search the boundaries based on the 2- It is a numerical procedure to search the boundaries

different signs of the             coefficients. based on the values of M&N

3- T his way is appropriate to conclude the 3- T his is an easily way to generalized the ranging analysis

range of two coefficients only . of 3,4 ….,coefficients simultaneously.`

4- T his algorithm needs                              computational 4- In  t h i s  w ay  w e n eeds                                      

steps. W here computational steps. W here

n: the no. of dual variables, n: the no. of dual variables,

ë ë   n : the no. of constraints having more than  one term.  n : the no. of constraints having more than  one term.

5- T his way compute the boundaries of             first and adding 5- By this way we compute the boundaries of 

immediately.

the values of             to get the boundaries of them.

Summery:

This  s tudy d e a ls  with GPP having pos itive coefficients  (ci) and exponent matrix (aij) is  of full rank, our

new extended theorem is  appropriate to  des ign a new algo rit h m a n d  to apply on some tes t problems and

analyzing the ranging analys is  of two coeffic ients  s imultaneous ly. In the given examples  we show in tables

(1) and (2) containing numerical results  to tes t the effectiveness  of our theorem.
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